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Abstract—This paper proposes a vision for the Next Generation
Internet of Things (NG-IoT) and examines the current state-
of-the-art technology enablers that support the transition of
the current technological status quo to the era of Artificial
Intelligence (AI)-enabled Cloud-Edge Continuum.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Modern society shows an increasing need to establish a
robust framework of digital operations in all application do-
mains to facilitate all aspects of our everyday life, improve
the quality of living and foster reduced human intervention
on a worldwide scale. This is especially true for the Cloud-
Edge domain where a vast number of sensors is expected to be
utilised in all subsequent fields, where IoT is an integral part.
Examples include precision agriculture and environmental
monitoring for field and livestock observation, in healthcare for
ensuring the treatment and quality of life for patients as well
as for asset management, retail and manufacturing operations.

The NG-IoT is a technology that requires the use of a
massive amount of data from edge devices and sensors. It
should be able to efficiently and securely handle this informa-
tion while offering advanced automation control and cognitive
decision support. However, achieving reliability in smart and
decentralised applications is a challenge due to preserving
low-latency communication links, high throughput information
processing and actuation.

Nowadays, with the introduction of cutting-edge AI, inte-
grated into more and more fields in an unstoppable momen-
tum, such as behavioural recognition, network automation,
cognitive detection and decision support, AI-enabled Cloud-
Edge infrastructures are all the more required to facilitate
its cross-domain application. Though, as technological ad-
vancements are not always aligned, resource allocation and
operational requirements are significant issues, with the sup-
plementary need for energy consumption balancing for these
demanding operations.

Current technology enablers of the NG-IoT display promis-
ing progress towards the realisation of the next in the IoT
evolution: a vision of a unified, diligent, tactile and virtual
environment, which leverages the Cloud-Edge Continuum.
A vision engaging revolutionised 5G and NG-IoT infrastruc-
tures with the aim to develop and employ an intelligent Beyond
5G (B5G) infrastructure that is expected to emerge after
2025. This advanced facility will facilitate the deployment of
the fifth industrial revolution (Industry 5.0) and other NG-
IoT applications combined cutting edge technologies, towards
reshaping everyday digital operations.

II. CURRENT STATUS

The NG-IoT has revolutionised how organisations operate,
offering efficient asset monitoring solutions and near real-
time data collection mechanisms empowering them with new
insights. Toward achieving these goals, Critical Infrastructures
(CI) and Decision Support Systems (DSS), produce large data
volumes that are both difficult to process and transfer.

Cloud computing is the de-facto computing paradigm for
Big Data processing, though it involves moving large data
volumes across many networks introducing delay and exposing
data to third parties. To this end, AI-enabled smart offloading
of data processing and localisation on both the edge and the
cloud can prove a key factor to the smooth operation of the
CI in all application domains. Edge computing on the other
hand provides the ability to operate in a scalable environment,
while reducing the amount of information sent to the cloud
servers [1].

By utilising cutting-edge information and decentralised pro-
cessing techniques, such as Evolutionary Federated Learning,
Intelligent Edge-to-Cloud orchestration, Information decen-
tralisation and localisation, CI can cross over to a more
digitally sound and reliable stage [2].

In addition, the NG-IoT market needs an open ecosystem
where stakeholders can freely and safely publish data without
fear of exposing sensitive information. Blockchain, Smart
contracts, and Distributed Ledger Technologies are promising
solutions for ensuring data integrity and anonymity for both
individual users and large infrastructures.

Furthermore, marketability of the produced research out-
comes of the variety of stakeholders is a key motivator for
the Cloud-Edge evolution. For example, EU funded projects,
such as TERMINET (H2020) [3], pushes the limits of current
E2C in a variety of usecase, like Smart Farming, with contri-
butions like the AGROMINDS platform, enabling dentralised
agro-operational management [4]. Such initiatives support the
establishment of innovative solutions under the umbrella of
new market entities (start ups, spin-offs) like MetaMind Inno-
vations [5], responsible for the creation of the aforementioned
dashboard, under the premise of TERMINET.

NG-IoT infrastructure promotes the deployment of au-
tonomous systems without human control or programming.
Digital twins, virtual representations of IoT physical objects,
are the stepping stone of the Tactile Internet evolution. Digital
twins can gather data from IoT sensors embedded into core
services and raise research interest in advanced simulation and



emulation. AI algorithms are used to optimise Industry 5.0 and
beyond.

III. RESEARCH CHALLENGES

The typically dense and heterogeneous nature of NG-IoT
deployments necessitates further research on existing techno-
logical gaps to cover a variety of challenges.

A. Architectural challenges

• Enabling a cross-architecture Federated edge man-
agement to enhance fairness and efficiency of B5G
infrastructures, levering also QoS improvement [2].

• Engaging open interfaces and whitebox hardware
for the Next Generation SDN (NG-SDN) [6]. SDN-
enabled Middleware mechanisms open up a wider range
of opportunities for enhancing the flexibility, scalability,
and the capability of NG-IoT to support new use cases,
while reducing the latency of the cloud-based application
to the end users.

• As demonstrated in [1], there is a need to design common
standards for network integration towards enabling
virtualised Multiaccess Edge Computing (vMEC),
which will reduce the communication overhead, promote
the design of new signaling schemes and focus on the
synchronisation of MEC services. There are several open
issues related to pricing policies, user mobility, and
scalability.

• Producing novel Federated datasets [7], [8] in a variety
of application domains to accommodate the heterogeneity
of data produced by decentralised IoT devices. This will
help establish Federated AI and security- and privacy-
by-design operation management principles, avoiding the
disclosure of personal information and enabling only the
exchange of knowledge [2].

B. Technological challenges

• It is proven that by utilising novel bandwidth-saving
approaches, next generation wireless networks are now
able to handle huge traffic demands despite the re-
source constraints [9].

• Efficient Edge to Cloud data localisation and cogni-
tive processing offloading by incorporating AI-based
recourse management should be considered for fur-
ther research. The aim is to increase the dynamicity
and adaptability of future frameworks based on de-
vices’ demand and preferences, and system performance.
Latency-aware dynamic resource allocation is another
aspect to be greatly considered.

• Design and implementation of novel AI-powered Intru-
sion Detection and Prevention (IDPS) systems [10] that
rely on Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL)
techniques [11], [12], toward enhancing fault tolerance,
privacy, and controllability of the distributed data to avoid
misuse of data and secure the user’s identity.

• Promotion of decentralised Smart Contracts through
Blockchain Technology for automating the offering and

acceptance of user data. Decentralised Blockchain tech-
nologies can be used for the exchange and verification of
learning model updates.

C. Social and ethical challenges

• Given the potentially far-reaching impact of the NG-IoT,
societies need to employ self-regulation frameworks
able to detect and mitigate ethical and social risks by
design. International collaborations or anonymous infor-
mation channels could be formed to debate the nature of
such issues and produce best practices.

• Another important and challenging research direction is
the design and deployment of unbiased AI systems.
Avoiding undesired discrimination of vulnerable groups
is an important aspect of the NG-IoT digital societies.

• Considering the decrease in the amount of greenhouse
gas (GHG), new ways of charging batteries and daily
charging routines should be investigated, towards sustain-
able and energy-consistent NG-IoT infrastructures.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Despite the existence of fundamental technical barriers, cur-
rent technological advancements showcase that we are already
one step closer to the realisation of Industry 5.0 and AI-
enabled NG-IoT applications in the Cloud-Edge Continuoum.
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